GREAT TO WORK OUTSIDE

WORK WHERE YOU PLAY
DISCOVER the Snake River Canyon with its 3 spectacular waterfalls: Shoshone Falls, Pillar Falls and Twin Falls
EXPERIENCE a base jump from the Perrine Bridge spanning the Snake River Canyon
EXPLORE the wagon ruts of early pioneers along the Oregon-California National Historic Trail

WORK THAT INSPIRES
RESTORE habitat for 350+ species of wildlife and plants in the sagebrush-steppe
MANAGE rangelands through wildfire restoration and rehabilitation, sustainable livestock grazing and wildland firefighting
PLAN recreation for hunting, fishing, biking, boating and motorized riding
PROTECT pre-settlement archaeological and cultural sites

LIVE WHERE YOU WORK
BIG-CITY AMENITIES with a small-town feel including retail, medical, commercial services
IDEAL LOCATION on the south rim of the Snake River Canyon
AGRICULTURE—attracts food producers and creates jobs
COLLEGE of Southern Idaho www.blm.gov
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SKI Pomerelle and Magic Mountain ski resorts

EXPLORE the Albion and Cotterel mountains to hunt, hike, ride, camp, ski and more

JOIN the “Spudman” Triathlon” and the Idaho Regatta

FOLLOW the wagon ruts of early pioneers along the Oregon Trail
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MANAGE Craters of the Moon National Monument and Preserve
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DISCOVER the Peaks to Craters Scenic Byway, the Shoshone Ice Caves, Black Magic Canyon and Little City of Rocks

EXPLORE the Wood River trails and ski Sun Valley’s Bald Mountain

EXPERIENCE blue-ribbon fishing on Silver Creek, Little Wood and Big Wood rivers

SHOSHONE FIELD OFFICE

U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management
BLM Twin Falls District
400 West “F” Street
Shoshone, ID 83352
208-732-7200
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DISCOVER the Snake River Canyon with Shoshone Falls, Pillar Falls and Twin Falls

SEE our wild horse herd in the Saylor Creek area south of Glenns Ferry

EXPLORE the Bruneau-Jarbidge Rivers Wilderness and kayak the wild and scenic sections

WATER SKI at Lud Drexler Reservoir
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